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Week 8 – Elementary  
Large Group Script 

 
Need to Know 
Suit Up and Pray 

 

Bible Story 
The Sun Stands Still  

Joshua 10:1-14 

 
Characters: 

 THE CLOCK - this superhero’s name comes from his/her ability to distort time. He/she can 

speed time up, pause it, and slow it down. While this comes in handy on those Monday 

mornings that The Clock doesn’t want to go to school, it also helps him/her defeat villains 

by speeding up his/her punches and slowing theirs down. Of course, along with 

superpowers comes a superhero suit, and The Clock’s most important asset -- his/her 

watch, which is how he/she goes about changing time (and communicates with Iris). The 

name also comes from his/her ability to really CLOCK his/her opponents. His/her fists have 

been supercharged with electromagnetic energy and are virtually indestructible. In 

normal, everyday life, The Clock lives as John/Jane Smith, an average citizen going 

about an ordinary life. But when the world needs saving, The Clock comes to its rescue. 

And although his/her best friend Sid somehow keeps forgetting after all these years, it’s 

NEVER just “Clock.” It is always “THE Clock.” The Clock is also very prideful about his/her 

superpowers, taking all the credit and constantly bragging about his/her abilities. 

o Character inspiration: Quicksilver from X-Men: Days of Future Past, Hiro from 

Heroes TV Show 

 

 SID - the most normal of all normal. Sid sometimes feels inferior in the presence of his/her 

best friend, The Clock. Sid has gotten somewhat used to The Clock messing with time 

over the past five years of being best friends, but it still catches him/her off guard when it 

happens. One thing Sid DOES have is the largest collection of superhero comics, TV 

shows, and movies. Sid can remember any situation that any hero has faced. This 

sometimes helps The Clock when he/she doesn’t know what to do. Sid is a good and 

loyal friend, grounded in truth. Sid keeps The Clock’s secret identity quiet, which is difficult 

because Sid is the most talkative person you’ve ever met. He/she will talk your ear 

off...then once your ear falls off, he/she will keep talking to it. Sid is friendly toward 

everyone, but gets very overwhelmed when in a crowd of more than 10-20. Sid recently 

found out that this is called agoraphobia - the fear of large crowds. So he/she added 

that to the list of other phobias he/she has - claustrophobia and acrophobia. 

o Character inspiration: Lilly from Hannah Montana Show (never told Miley’s secret), 

Donkey from Shrek (amount of talkativeness) 

 

 IRIS (video) - incredibly smart analyst for superheroes. She helps the superheroes locate 

the most recent crisis, navigate their routes, sift through villain profiles, and upload data 

based on the situation the heroes are in. Iris has the superpower of reading minds, which 

helps her find a superhero anytime she needs, and answer their questions before they 

even have them! Iris is calm and patient, never getting stressed out by the situation.  
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 ACRO PHOBIA (video) - a supervillain who is afraid of heights (hence his name) and 

disgusted by all things theme parks. When he was a child, he cried the whole time he 

rode the world’s tallest roller coaster and all the other kids made fun of him. So now, he 

has perfected his villainy and is on his way to use it against his most disliked theme park - 

Epic World. He is coming back to wreak havoc on everything in the park making 

everyone else’s experience as miserable as his was. 

 

Props: 

 Watch - The Clock is wearing 

 Trash Can - on stage 

 Mask - hidden up The Clock’s sleeve 

 Game Card – offstage for game 

 Large Candy Prize (1) – place offstage for game 

 Small Candy Prize (2) – place offstage for game 

 

PLAY Environmental Music in iTunes (until Counter fires) 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Wk8_Intro 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Counter 

 

  AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Teaching (Text with teaching music) 

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

Worship leader(s) enter(s). 

 

WORSHIP LEADER 

Hey hey everyone! I don’t know about you, but I’m really sad that this is our last week of Suit Up! 

I’ve had so much fun in this superhero series! We’ve seen that even though superheroes are 

awesome because they have superpowers, we can all defeat the enemy with the power of the 

armor of God!  

 

To help us remember all the pieces of the armor of God, we’ve been singing a song about it. This 

is our last time singing it, so everyone sing this as loud as you can! C’mon, let’s do it! 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Song (“The Full Armor of God”) 

 

 AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Teaching 

 

Yes! That was the most fun I’ve had singing this song! Now, since this is the last week of the series, 

I guess we’ll have to find out if The Clock is going to defeat Acro Phobia once and for all! So 

everyone get ready to head over to Epic World by putting three fingers in the air and counting it 

down with me! Ready? 3...2...1...ACTION! 

 

Worship leader(s) exit. 

 

 

ACT 1: Acro Phobia’s Final Move 
 

LIGHTS DOWN 
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FIRE: SUP_ES_Opener 

 

 AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Acting 2 

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

THE CLOCK and SID enter. 

 

SID 

(Looking around) Ya know, The Clock, even though I’m afraid of large crowds, heights, and 

closed in spaces, I actually had a lot of fun here at Epic World with you! 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Thankful) Good! I’m glad you suggested going on vacation. I know we’ve been battling Acro 

Phobia since we got here, but it’s been great to get away for a little while. Plus, I’ve learned all 

about how powerful the armor of God is. And I think that’s something that I’ll use for the rest of 

my villain-fighting days after we leave the park. 

 

SID 

(Determined) Now, there’s one more thing I want to do before we leave. Do you think we could 

ride the carousel again? It’s one of my favorite rides and when we rode it before, someone else 

was sitting on the horse I wanted. 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Shrugging shoulder) Sure! We can go ride the carousel right now if you want! 

 

During IRIS’ voiceover, THE CLOCK puts watch beside ear, as if listening to her. 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Wk8_Iris1  

 

IRIS 

Hey The Clock, I noticed that you were thinking about riding on the carousel. That’s not going to 

be a good idea. You see, we just discovered that Acro Phobia has aimed the fireworks for 

tonight’s celebration directly at the ride in the middle of the park...the carousel! When the 

fireworks go off, they’ll blow up the carousel instead, which might blow up the whole park! You 

need to suit up and stop Acro Phobia’s plan from happening! 

 

 AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Acting 2 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Shocked) Even though it’s really awesome that Iris is able to keep me safe by giving me 

warnings like this, it will always freak me out that her superpower is reading minds. I don’t like the 

fact that she knows everything I think about...like when I have to go to the bathroom and stuff! 

 

SID 

(Grabbing The Clock’s arm) Yeah, but like you said, she’s able to warn us about things like the 

whole park blowing up! I can deal with not riding the carousel again if it means I get to LIVE! 

(Tugging on The Clock’s arm) Now, come on. Let’s get out of here before those fireworks go off! 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Pulling back against Sid) No, Sid. I can’t leave now. I can’t leave all these people (gesturing 

around the “park”) here without trying to save them first!  
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SID 

(Worried) Ok, maybe you misunderstood. Iris just said that the fireworks might (speaking slowly, as 

if trying to make The Clock understand) BLOW UP the whole park! (Realizing what he/she just 

said, softening) Which, I guess, is why you decided that you should stay. The life of a superhero is 

a tough one. 

THE CLOCK 

(Putting a hand on Sid’s shoulder) But I don’t expect for you to do the same. I can always stay 

here and get everyone out of the park, then pause time before the fireworks explode. I’ll still be 

able to get out safely! 

 

SID 

(Thinking) So Option A is that we both stay here and try to stop Acro Phobia, but could possibly 

be in danger of the fireworks, and Option B is that I leave while you stay and try to defeat the 

enemy by yourself? 

THE CLOCK 

(Agreeing) Yeah. I think that’s pretty much it. 

 

SID 

(Getting an idea) What about Option C?!? We check in with Iris to see if she knows about 

another piece of the armor of God that could help us in this situation? 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Excited) I like Option C! (Putting watch close to face to talk into it) Hey Iris, I have a question for 

you. 

 

 

ACT 2: Suit Up and Pray 
 

LIGHTS DOWN 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Wk8_Iris2 

 

IRIS 

I already know your question, The Clock. You’re wondering if there’s another piece of the armor 

of God that can help you in this situation.  The answer is no -- you’ve got all you need! Here’s a 

file that explains everything. I’ll send it to your watch! 

 

AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Wk8_BibleStory 

 

Once you are suited up with God’s armor and are taking a stand against things that come your 

way, you need to stay standing! One way to stand ready at all times is to pray! When we pray, 

we get help and can know what we are supposed to do.  
 

After God’s people, the Israelites, went into the land that God promised them, they had to fight 

the evil armies of people who were living there. The man leading God’s people was named 

Joshua. He was a great leader and had already defeated the armies in the cities of Jericho and 

Ai. Joshua had also made a promise with Gibeon, an important city, that if they were ever under 

attack his army would come and help them!  

 

Now, the king of Jerusalem wanted to take over the city of Gibeon but was afraid of Joshua and 

all that God had done through Him. So the king went to several other cities and gathered their 
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armies together to make one large army to attack the city of Gibeon. When they attacked, the 

people of Gibeon rushed a message to Joshua begging him to come rescue them from all the 

large army that was attacking them. 

 

Joshua gathered his army, including his best fighting men, and marched all night long in order to 

surprise the enemy armies. God threw the king’s army into a panic so that Joshua and his army 

would defeat the enemies! The Israelite’s army chased after the king’s army to make sure none 

of them escaped. Joshua was ready to finish the battle against his enemies, but he needed 

more daylight.  

 

Joshua knew the most powerful thing he could do was pray. So Joshua prayed a really BIG 

prayer. He prayed to God saying, “Sun, stand still over Gibeon. And you, moon, stand still over 

the Valley of Aijalon.”  God made the sun stand still and the moon stop until the Israelites had 

completely won the battle over their enemies. There has never been a day like this before or 

since because GOD was fighting for Israel.  

 

When we pray, God will hear us. We should pray all kinds of prayers. God WANTS us to pray, 

asking for his help whenever we need it or when others need it. When we are facing trouble 

from the enemy, we can suit up with the armor of God, and then, suit up and pray for God’s 

help! 

 

AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Acting 2 

 

LIGHTS AT 100%  

 

THE CLOCK 

(Waving Iris off, not believing that prayer is important, prideful) Why would Iris think I need to see 

that file? With my superpowers, I can already pause time and make the sun stand still in the sky! 

Plus, I’ve been able to save the day by myself up to this point. Why would I start praying and 

asking for help? 

 

SID 

(Concerned) Then what are you going to do? 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Putting a hand on Sid’s shoulder) I think you should get out of here, telling as many people as 

you can to leave with you. I’ll stay behind and use my superpowers to defeat Acro Phobia. 

Between my time manipulation and my indestructible fists, I’m sure that I’ll be able to save the 

day! 

 

SID 

(Worried) Are you sure you’ll be ok? I don’t want this to be like Superman’s final battle against 

Doomsday, when Superman gets - (gets interrupted) 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Holding up a hand to stop Sid) Woah. I don’t think hearing the outcome of that story is going to 

help me right now. It’s ok, Sid. I can stop Acro Phobia by myself.  

 

SID 

(Reluctant, but agreeing) Ok, I’ll go. See you later.  
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SID exits, pretending to call out to other people in the park while exiting, saying things like, 

“C’mon, we have to get out of the park!” 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Jogging in place, as if warming up for battle against Acro Phobia, talking strategy aloud) I’m 

ready. I’ve got this. I’ll pause time and go fix those fireworks. Then, when I find Acro Phobia, we’ll 

have our epic final battle! (No longer jogging, starts thinking) I wonder what it will be like! 

(Holding out fist with thumb up) An epic thumb war?  

 

(Doing a funny dance move) A dance off? Some kind of rap battle? (Dropping a beat, beat 

boxing) I’m so ready for any of those! (Pretending to crack knuckles and neck - getting ready) 

There’s nothing that Acro Phobia can do now to throw me off! 

 

 

ACT 3: Decisions 
 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Wk8_Acro  

 

ACRO PHOBIA 

Attention, The Clock! I have a very important announcement. I know that you THINK you’re 

going to save the day by fixing the fireworks. But now I have trapped your friend Sid in the dunk 

tank and hidden it somewhere in the park. Even if you do your fancy time pausing trick, you 

won’t be able to fix the fireworks, save your friend, AND catch me. So you can admit defeat 

now and leave Epic World, or you can attempt to save the day. If you succeed in all those 

things, I’ll leave Epic World forever! But I’m pretty sure you can’t do it! 

 

AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Acting 2 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Stunned, admitting) Ok, well THAT threw me off! (Torn) Now what am I going to do? (Looking at 

watch, pressing things, twisting things, getting desperate) Why don’t I have the superpower to 

rewind time? That would fix everything! I could go back in time to STOP Acro Phobia before he 

ever put Sid in that dunk tank! 

 

(Gently pounding fists on sides of head, trying to think) THINK, The Clock, THINK! Acro Phobia is 

right. Even if I pause time to go fix the fireworks, I might not ever find where he’s hiding Sid. And 

he might just teleport before I can get to him!  

 

(Pacing) Maybe I was wrong to think that I could do this by myself. I could use Sid’s help right 

now. (Pausing for a second, then realizing) Orrrr God’s help! Joshua prayed and asked for God’s 

help to defeat his enemies. I can pray and ask God for help to defeat my enemy, too! 

 

(Standing still, curious) But I don’t even know what to say. (Looking up toward sky, praying, 

unsure) Dear God, can you please help me? I don’t know what to do! Amen. 

 

(Getting impatient) Now how do I know if that worked? 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Wk8_Clouds Moving (Cloud arrow transition) 

 

Kids might point at the backdrop. If so, THE CLOCK can react to what the kids are doing. If not, 

THE CLOCK can turn around and see the cloud arrow. 
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THE CLOCK 

(Excited, seeing cloud arrow on backdrop) It DID work! God answered my prayer! He’s showing 

me where to find Sid! (Shouting in the same direction the arrow is pointing) I’m coming Sid!!! 

 

THE CLOCK runs offstage toward the right (audience’s right) side of the stage. 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Later 

 

AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Acting 2 

 

THE CLOCK comes back on stage hugging SID nonstop. 

 

SID 

(Trying to push The Clock off) Ok, The Clock. I understand that you’re glad I’m ok. But you’re 

starting to cut off the circulation...to my whole body!!! 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Releasing hug) Sorry! It’s just that the most amazing thing happened! I didn’t know what to do 

when Acro Phobia announced that he had hidden you in the dunk tank. I was so worried, and I 

knew that I needed help. So I prayed, just like Iris said. And God did something amazing! He 

made the clouds move into an arrow to show me where to find you! 

 

SID 

(Impressed, amazed) Wow! That is really awesome! I’m glad you found me. Those dunk tanks are 

surprisingly small. My fear of closed in spaces was starting to set in.  

 

THE CLOCK 

(Relieved) Well, I’m glad I found you, too. (Excited) Now we can go ride the caro - (suddenly 

remembering) - oooh NO! The carousel! I didn’t fix the fireworks yet! (Looking at watch) And the 

celebration is starting any second now!  

 

(Picking up trash can and putting it over Sid’s head to protect him/her) Here! You stay safe while 

I go fix the fireworks! 

 

SID 

(From inside trash can) Wait, don’t -  

 

THE CLOCK 

(Interrupting, pressing watch to pause time) PAUSE! 

 

SID freezes in place under the trash can while THE CLOCK runs offstage. 

 

ACT 4: Part of SUPRE 
 

THE CLOCK enters several seconds later, out of breath. 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Trying to catch breath) Whew! That was close! (Pressing watch to unpause time, going to take 

trash can off of Sid) 
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SID 

(Breathing in, as if needing fresh air) GUH-ROSS! Someone needs to clean that trash can! 

(Looking around, urgent) Did you do it? Did you fix the fireworks? 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Looking at backdrop) We’ll find out! (Looking at watch) They should be starting any second 

now. 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Wk8_Fireworks (Fireworks) 

 

THE CLOCK and SID turn to watch fireworks on backdrop. 

 

 AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Acting 2 

 

SID 

(Applauding the fireworks) Yayy! Those were great! And what a great ending to our vacation! I 

guess that means that Acro Phobia left Epic World forever because you saved the day! You 

know, I bet this is how all of Jubilee’s battles ended. She had the superpower to create fireworks 

just by using her HANDS (showing hands)! 

 

(Looking at hands) Sometimes I wish I had superpowers like you do, The Clock. That would be the 

coolest! Then I could be a superhero and save the day and stuff.  

 

THE CLOCK 

(Hinting at something) About that…(pausing, letting Sid get curious) I have something for you. 

(Pulls mask out from inside sleeve or inside boot and handing it to Sid) 

 

SID 

(Taking mask, confused) What is this for?  

 

THE CLOCK 

(Explaining) I’ve been thinking. None of my superpowers, or any of the other heroes’ 

superpowers, are as powerful as the armor of God. And with the armor of God, anyone can be 

a superhero! As long as you suit up with the right things, then YOU can defeat the enemy just as 

much as the rest of us! 

 

SID 

(Holding up mask) But what does that have to do with this mask? It’s not a piece of the armor of 

God. 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Walking toward Sid) Well I realized that you helped me out a lot when it came to defeating 

Acro Phobia. So I’d like to make you my sidekick! I mean your name is ALREADY in the 

description. You could be SID-kick instead of SIDEkick!  

 

SID 

(Amazed, stammering) Y...y...you want m...m...me to be a superhero? Really? 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Excited) Yeah! You could come with me to SUPRE! We could get you an awesome super suit 

and everything! 
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SID 

(Putting mask on) Yes! This is the best day ever! I can’t wait to help you defeat any enemy that 

comes our way! (Changing subjects) But before we go off fighting some more villains, can we 

PLEASE go ride the carousel now? 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Amused) Yeah, we can go ride the carousel! 

 

SID 

(As they are starting to exit) Hey, The Clock, I’ve always wondered something. Is there a ninja 

department at SUPRE? Because I think I would make an awesome ninja! (Does a karate chop or 

kick) 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Serious) That’s classified. Everyone knows those guys work undercover. 

 

THE CLOCK and SID exit. 

 

LIGHTS DOWN 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_The End 

 

AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Teaching 

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

 

WORSHIP/WRAP UP 
 

Worship leader(s) enter. 

 

WORSHIP LEADER 

YES! The Clock and Sid finally defeated their enemy, Acro Phobia, because they suited up with 

the armor of God. There’s nothing in the world more powerful than that. And today, The Clock 

learned something really important. He/she learned how we can ask for God’s help any time. 

Can you guys help me remember what it’s called when we ask God for help? Is it saying a 

PRAYER or brushing your HAIR? (Saying a prayer) 

 

Oh yeah that’s right! We can pray ALL the time! And when we pray, God will hear us and help 

us. So in order to defeat our enemy, the devil, we can suit up with the full armor of God, and 

then pray to ask God for help! If you believe that God will help you defeat the enemy, then say 

this after me as loudly as you can! 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Wk8_N2K (Text with teaching music) 

 

Suit Up (Pause for kids to repeat) 

And Pray (Pause for kids to repeat) 

 

(Optional Motions)  

Suit Up (superman pose) 
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And Pray (fold hands as if praying 

 

Woah! You guys can be REALLY loud! So let’s see how loud you can be while cheering for the 

contestants in today’s GAME!!! 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Game 

 

Worship leader(s) facilitate game with Game Card: 

 

Name: “Super Says”  

 

Who Will Play: 3 Players 

 

Goal: The players who fully suit up in the armor of God win. 

 

Instructions: 

 Players pretend to put on God’s Armor in a Simon Says format but with “Super 

Says” instead.  

 Armor includes: Belt of Truth, Armor of Godliness, Good News Boots, Shield of 

Faith, Helmet of Salvation, Sword of the Spirit, Prayer! 

 When players don’t do what “Super Says” have them participate in the 

audience. 

 Have the audience play along for fun. 

 Reward the player who wins with the large candy prize and the other players with 

small candy prizes. 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Teaching 

 

Tie-in Teaching:  

Just like you listened and did what “Super” said, you should listen to God and put on His 

armor! When we put on all of God’s armor, we will be ready for battle against the 

enemy. We can also pray, asking God to help us, and He will! 

 

Wow! That was super fun! Now, before we leave, let’s suit up and pray, asking God to help us 

remember to put on the full armor of God each day! 

 

Prayer: Heavenly Father, thank you for teaching us about your powerful armor so that we can 

wear it every day to defeat our enemy. We love you and are so thankful that you will always 

help us when we pray! Amen. 

 

(Dismiss kids) 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Outro 


